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Abstract
In this document we specify and motivate the hardware-oriented self-synchronizing
stream cipher Mosquito and the underlying cipher architecture and provide hardware
implementation results. This stream cipher is a close variant of the cipher ΥΓ, described in
[2]. ΥΓ in its turn was a corrected version of the cipher KNOT published in [1], removing
the weaknesses that have lead to its breaking in [4].
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Introduction

Note: this is version 2 of the submission document. It diﬀers from the ﬁrst version by the
addition of VLSI implementation results and comparison with block cipher implementations
and the correction of some typo’s. The speciﬁcation of Mosquito was not modiﬁed.
In this document we present a self-synchronizing stream cipher called Mosquito. Selfsynchronizing stream encryption can be performed by using a block cipher in CFB mode.
However, for single-bit self-synchronizing stream encryption, this is very ineﬃcient. Therefore
we believe that it would be useful to design a dedicated self-synchronizing stream cipher that
is eﬃcient in hardware. Up to date, very few dedicated self-synchronizing stream ciphers have
been published and all of them have been broken. Moreover, not much progress seems to have
been made as illustrated by the self-synchronizing mode of the Hiji-Bij-Bij stream cipher [9]
and its breaking in [5].
A dedicated self-synchronizing stream cipher is a primitive quite diﬀerent from all other
types of cryptographic primitives. It may be interesting to have concrete designs for performing cryptanalysis and developing a cryptologic theory of security of self-synchronizing stream
ciphers. Most of the ideas in this paper were presented in [2] and some of them in paper [1].
The following of this document is structured as follows. After an introduction of selfsynchronizing stream encryption, we present the two basic ideas underlying the design of
Mosquito. This is followed by a speciﬁcation of the cipher and the associated security
claims. Then we discuss the resistance against standard cryptanalytic attacks and the rationale underlying the design. We discuss the strengths and advantages of self-synchronizing
stream ciphers in general and of Mosquito in particular and discuss performance and implementation aspects. Finally we discuss some modes of operation to use Mosquito for
synchronous stream encryption or integrity protection. After the references there is an appendix that discusses problems of the design approach as proposed by Ueli Maurer in [6].
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Self-synchronizing stream encryption

In stream encryption each plaintext symbol mt is encrypted by applying a group operation
with a keystream symbol z t resulting in a ciphertext symbol ct . In modern ciphers these
symbols invariably consist of blocks of bits and the group operation is the simple bitwise
XOR:
(1)
ct = mt ⊕ z t .
Decryption takes the subtraction of the keystream symbol from the ciphertext symbol. With
the bitwise XOR this is the same operation:
mt = ct ⊕ z t .

(2)

In self-synchronizing stream encryption, a keystream symbol z t is fully determined by the
last nm (called the memory) ciphertext symbols and a cipher key K of nk bits. This can be
modeled as the keystream symbol being computed by a keyed cipher function fc operating
on a shift register containing the last nm ciphertext. A block diagram of self-synchronizing
stream encryption is given in Fig. 1. The generation of keystream symbols is governed by:
z t = fc [K](ct−nm . . . ct−1 ) .

(3)

This is in fact only a conceptual model to illustrate the external dependencies. In a speciﬁc
design the ﬁnite input memory of the self-synchronizing stream cipher can be realized in
numerous ways.
For the ﬁrst nm ciphertext or plaintext symbols of a stream, the previous nm ciphertext
bits do not exist. Therefore, prior to operation, a self-synchronizing stream cipher must
be initialized by loading nm dummy ciphertext symbols, called the initialization vector. If
we start numbering the plaintext (ciphertext) bits from 1, the dummy ciphertext symbols
required for the encryption (decryption) of the ﬁrst nm plaintext (ciphertext) symbols are
given by the initialization vector:
c1−nm . . . c0 = initialization vector .

(4)

Note that the nm -bit initialization vector must be shared between encryptor and decryptor
but does not need to be kept secret.
Despite their name, self-synchronizing stream ciphers are much more closely related to
block ciphers than to synchronous stream ciphers, where the keyed cipher function takes the
place of the keyed permutation in a block cipher. An attacker can query the output of the
cipher function (keystream symbols) for chosen values of its input: a series of nm ciphertext
symbols. We call the latter an input vector. The main diﬀerence between a cipher function of
a self-synchronizing stream cipher and a block cipher is that the latter is a permutation and
that additionally the plaintext can be queried for a given ciphertext. In principle the cipher
function of a self-synchronizing stream cipher may be a permutation if nm = 1. However, in
that case we are typically dealing with a block cipher used in CFB mode.

2.1

(Is there) a need?

The most widely adopted approach to self-synchronizing stream encryption is the use of a
block cipher in CFB mode. For this mode, the attainable encryption speed is a factor nb /ns
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Figure 1: Self-synchronizing stream encryption.
slower than the encryption speed of the underlying block cipher implementation. For the
single-bit CFB mode of AES this factor is 128. Clearly, the CFB mode with small symbol
length is very ineﬃcient compared to the ECB and CBC modes. This poor eﬃciency seems
to be inherent in self-synchronizing stream encryption with small symbol length. Its only
appropriate domain of application is in the addition of encryption in existing systems that
have no segmentation or synchronization provisions facilitating block or synchronous stream
encryption. For this reason we think that portability is not so important for self-synchronizing
stream ciphers than for block ciphers and synchronous stream ciphers.
For applications in which single-bit self-synchronizing stream encryption is needed with
high bit rates, even a hardware implemented block cipher in CFB mode may not be fast
enough as in encryption the ciphertext bit must be available to compute the next keystream
bit. This implies that the time between two plaintext bit encryptions is lower bound by
the execution of the block cipher. This is true in general for the cipher function fc of a
self-synchronizing stream cipher.

3

Cipher function architecture

In this section we introduce the two main ideas underlying the Mosquito design: the use of
pipelining and conditional complementing shift registers.

3.1

Pipelining

We address the problem of realizing a cipher function providing high resistance against cryptanalysis and high speed in dedicated hardware by composing it of a number, denoted by bs ,
of stages Gi . In hardware, every stage can be implemented by a combinatorial circuit and a
register storing the intermediate result. This pipelined approach is illustrated in Figure 2.
As the encryption speed is limited by the critical path (largest occurring gate delay), the
stages should have small gate delay and hence be relatively simple. This approach impacts
the general dependency relations of the self-synchronizing stream cipher: the implementation
of the cipher function in bs stages causes the keystream bit z t to depend on the contents of
the shift register bs time steps ago. We now obtain the following encryption equation:
z t = fc [K](ct−nm . . . ct−(bs +1) ) .

(5)

The pipelining increases the input memory nm of the cipher by bs symbols. However, the
number of input symbols in the cipher function remains the same, as a keystream symbol z t
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Figure 2: Self-synchronizing stream cipher with a cipher function consisting of stages.
is independent of the ciphertext symbols ct−bs to ct−1 . Therefore we call the quantity bs the
cipher function delay.

3.2

Machines with ﬁnite input memory

In the pipelined structure presented in previous section, the input to the ﬁrst stage consists of
the last nm −bs ciphertext bits, contained in a shift register. This construction guarantees that
the keystream bit z t only depends on the cipher key K and ciphertext bits ct−nm to ct−(bs +1) .
Replacing the shift register by a ﬁnite state machine with ﬁnite input memory nm can
improve the propagation properties without violating this dependence restriction. By imposing that the gate delay of this ﬁnite state machine is not larger than the critical path, the
maximum encryption speed of a hardware implementation is not impacted.
A ﬁnite state machine with ﬁnite input memory has some speciﬁc propagation properties.
Let q be the internal state and G the state-updating transformation. Then
q t+1 = G(q t , ct ) ,

(6)

with ct the ciphertext bit at time t.
With every component of the internal state q can be associated an input memory, equal
to the number of past ciphertext bits that it depends on. The internal state, conﬁned to the
(j)
components with input memory j is denoted by q (j) , with qi its ith component. Although
it is not a part of the internal state, c can be considered as a component with input memory
zero: q (0) . The input memory of the ﬁnite state machine is equal to the largest occurring
component input memory.
(j)
Clearly, qi at time t + 1 must be independent of all q () with  ≥ j at time t and
must depend on q (j−1) at time t. From this, it follows that the input memory partitions the
components of the internal state into non-empty subsets with input memory 1 to nm . The
components of the state-updating transformation are of the form:
(j) t+1

qi

t

t

= G[K]i (ct , q (1) , . . . , q (j−1) ) ,
(j)

for 0 < j ≤ nm .
4

(7)

3.3

Conditional complementing shift registers

In this section we introduce a way to build ﬁnite state machines with ﬁnite input memory
that contribute to the resistance against cryptanalysis. An important potential problem is
the existence of high-probability extinguishing diﬀerentials. An extinguishing diﬀerential is
a diﬀerence in the (ciphertext) input vector leading to a zero diﬀerence in the internal state.
We prevent extinguishing diﬀerentials by imposing (partial) linearity on the components of
the state-updating transformation. For simplicity we impose the preliminary restriction that
all q (j) have only one component, i.e., that there is only one bit for every input memory value.
The components of the state-updating transformations are of the form
q (j)

t+1

t

t

t

= q (j−1) + E[K](j) (q (j−2) , . . . , q (1) , ct ) .

(8)

Since the new value of q (j) is equal to the sum of the old value of q (j−1) and some Boolean
function, we call this type of ﬁnite state machine a conditional complementing shift register
(CCSR).
A ﬁnite state machine with ﬁnite input memory nm realizes a mapping from a length-nm
sequence of ciphertext bits ct−nm , . . . , ct−1 to an internal state q t . For a CCSR we have the
following result.
Proposition 1 The mapping from ct−nm , . . . , ct−1 to the internal state q t of a CCSR is an
injection.
t

t

t+1

t+1

. . . q (j) .
Proof : We describe an algorithm for reconstructing ct q (1) . . . q (j−1) from q (1)
(j−1)
. For q (1) (8)
The components are reconstructed starting from c and ﬁnishing with q
becomes
t+1
t
= q (0) + E[K](1) = ct + E[K](1) ,
q (1)
t

since E[K](1) () depends only on K. From this we can calculate ct . The values of q (k−1) for k
from 2 to j can be calculated iteratively from the previously found values by
t

q (k−1) = q (k)

t+1

t

t

+ E[K](j) (q (k−2) , . . . , q (1) , ct ) .
t

t

ct−nm . . . ct−1 can be calculated uniquely from q (1) . . . q (nm ) by iteratively applying the described algorithm.


It follows that a nonzero diﬀerence in ct−nm . . . ct−1 must give rise to a nonzero diﬀerence
in q t . Therefore in a CCSR there are no extinguishing diﬀerentials between the input vector
and its state.
t
The CCSR has the undesired property that a diﬀerence in c−nm −t propagates to q (nm )
with a probability of 1. This can be avoided by “expanding” the high input memory end of
the CCSR, i.e., taking more than a single state bit per input memory value near memory
value nm .

3.4

The pipelined stages revisited

In our architecture, the cipher function consists of a CCSR followed by a number of pipelined
stages. The stage functions are similar to the round transformation in a block cipher but are
less restricted.
5

A round transformation of an iterated block cipher must be a permutation, and its inverse
must be easily implementable. A stage function does not have this restriction and the length
of its output can be diﬀerent from that of its input. The output of the last stage function is
a Boolean function of the components of the state q some cycles ago. An imbalance in this
function leads to an imbalance in the cipher function. This Boolean function can be forced
to be balanced by imposing that all the stage functions are semi-invertible. We call an n-bit
to m-bit mapping b = f (a) semi-invertible if there exists an n-bit to (n − m)-bit mapping
b = f  (a) so that a is uniquely determined by the couple (b, b ). In that case the output bit
may have ﬁgured as a component of the output of an invertible function of the state q.
The last round transformation of an iterated block cipher must be followed by a key
application or include a key dependence. This is necessary to prevent the cryptanalyst to
calculate an intermediate encryption state thereby making the last round transformation
useless. For the cipher function of a single-bit self-synchronizing stream cipher the calculation
of intermediate values is impossible since only a single output bit z t is given per input.
Therefore, key dependence is not a strict necessity for the stage functions.

The Mosquito cipher function

4

Mosquito is a self-synchronizing stream cipher with:
• : Symbol size ns : 1
• : Key size nk : 96
• : Memory nm : 105
• : cipher function delay bs : 9
We write:
−104

c

z t = fc [K](ct−105 . . . ct−10 ) ,
...c

0

= initialization vector .

(9)
(10)

In the ECRYPT call for stream ciphers an IV of length 32 or 64 bits is mandated. Therefore
we allow an IV that consists of an integer number of bytes where this number ranges from 0
to 13 inclusive. The initialization vector is obtained by taking a single 0 bit, appending the
initialization vector and then perform padding with zero bytes until the length is 105 bits.

4.1

The Mosquito CCSR

The Mosquito CCSR has an input memory of 96. The CCSR is expanded at the high input
memory end, with 2 bits per input memory starting from j = 89, four starting from 93, eight
of 95 and sixteen of 96, resulting in 128 state bits. The cipher key K consists of 96 bits:
K0 . . . K95 .
For reasons of simplicity, area and gate delay, the majority of the components of the
state-updating transformation consist of a very simple Boolean function of the form
(j)

(j−1)

G[K]i (q, c) = qi

(v)

(w)

+ Kj−1 + (qi )(qi

with 0 ≤ v, w < j − 1.
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Figure 3: A circuit implementing a component of the state-updating transformation and
expansion of the CCSR in the high memory region. The q indexing (CCSR) is given at the
right and the bottom, the a0 indexing (pipelined stages, see p. 7) inside the boxes.
(j)

Table 1: v and w values for the components Gi

(96)

with 4 < j < 96 and G0

v
j − 4 + (i mod 2)
j − 6 + (i mod 2)
j − 5 + (i mod 2)
0

(i + j) mod 3 = 0
(i + j) mod 3 = 1
(i + j) mod 6 = 2
(i + j) mod 6 = 5

.

w
j−2
j−2
0
j−2

Key bits are applied by XOR and the remaining part of E is the simplest nonlinear function
possible. A combinatorial circuit for this function is depicted in Figure 3. This circuit has a
gate delay of 2 XOR gates. The ﬁgure also shows the expansion of the CCSR at the high input
memory end and the corresponding indexing. The v and w values for almost all components
(j)
Gi are speciﬁed in Table 1. For j ≤ 4, the q (v) and q (w) entries are taken to be 0. In some
(j)
cases terms qi speciﬁed by Table 1 do not correspond to existing components. In that case
the i-index must be diminished by iteratively subtracting the largest power of 2 contained in
(93)
(93)
(93)
i until the term corresponds to an existing component (e.g., q14 → q6 → q2 ). The 15
(96)
components Gi with i > 0 are of a diﬀerent type. These are speciﬁed by
(96)

G[K]i

4.2

(95)

(q, c) = qi

(95−i)

(q0

(94)

+ 1) + qi

(94−i)

(q1

+ 1) .

(12)

The Mosquito pipelined stages

The Mosquito output function has 7 stages in total. The output of stage i is stored in a
register denoted by ai . Register a0 corresponds to q and has a length of 128. For ease of
notation a0 has been given a diﬀerent indexing than q. This is speciﬁed in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Encryption and decryption with Mosquito.
The components of registers 1 to 7 are indexed starting from 0. Registers a1 to a5
have length 53. For the component state-updating transformation of stage 1 we have
1

0

0

0

0

G4i mod 53 = a128−i + ai+18 + a113−i (ai+1 + 1) + 1 ,

(13)

for 0 ≤ i < 53. The stages 2 to 5 are speciﬁed by
j

j−1

G4i mod 53 = ai

j−1

j−1

j−1

+ ai+3 + ai+1 (ai+2 + 1) + 1 ,

(14)

for 0 ≤ i < 53. If a lower index in the right-hand side of these equations becomes larger than
j−1
= 0. Register a6 has a length of 12.
52, the corresponding term is taken to be 0, e.g., a53
Stage 6 is deﬁned by
6

Gi

5

5

5

5

= a4i + a4i+3 + a4i+1 (a4i+2 + 1) + 1 .

(15)

Register a7 consists of 3 bits. We have
7

Gi

6

6

6

6

= a4i + a4i+1 + a4i+2 + a4i+3 .

(16)

Finally the encrypting bit is given by
7

7

7

z = a0 + a1 + a2 .

4.3

(17)

Putting it together

Figure 4 shows the Mosquito self-synchronizing stream cipher. Its gate delay is 2 XOR
gates, equal to the gate delay of the state-updating transformation. This necessitates the
introduction of extra intermediate storage cells, denoted in Figure 4 by boxes containing a d.
In the encryptor this cell is located between the encryption and the input of the CCSR. For
correct decryption this necessitates an extra delay of 1 clock cycle at the input of the CCSR.

5

Claimed security properties

The claimed security properties of a self-synchronizing stream cipher may be expressed in
terms of its cipher function.

8

Claim 1 The probability of success of an attack not involving key recovery, that guesses
the output of the cipher function corresponding to n input vectors Ci while given the cipher
function output corresponding to any set of (adaptively) chosen input vectors not containing
any of the Ci is 2−n .
Claim 2 There are no key recovery attacks faster than exhaustive key search, i.e. with an
expected complexity less than 2nk cipher function executions.
Note that we do not claim resistance against attackers that may manipulate the key and
that in our attack model, the attacker has no knowledge about the key whatsoever. It is
the responsibility of the application developer to employ key management functions that
ensure this. For example, having so-called key variants (keys XORed with constants) for use
by Mosquito would be a particularly bad idea. But of course, using key variants is bad
engineering in any case.
Moreover, we do not claim resistance against attackers that have access to (part of) the
internal state or that can disrupt the proper operation of an implementation of Mosquito.
While such attack scenarios may be realistic in the context of side-channel attacks, we do
not consider that these problems should be tackled in the cipher design but rather in its
implementation.

6

On hidden weaknesses

We have not inserted any hidden weaknesses in Mosquito nor are we aware of weaknesses
in Mosquito.

7

Resistance against standard attacks

The design of Mosquito dates back to 1994. Its design was mainly guided by the goal to
provide resistance against diﬀerential and linear cryptanalysis and their extensions. Therefore
these two types of cryptanalysis get most of the attention in this section. We mention here
some other well-known attacks:
• Algebraic attacks: no in-depth evaluation has taken place. Given the keystream bits
corresponding to at least 96 ciphertext bit sequences, thanks to the cipher structure
it is straightforward to generate of a set of low-degree algebraic equations that results
in the key value when solved. The diﬃculty is in solving these sets of equations. We
believe the problem of solving these sets of equations for Mosquito is similar to that
for block ciphers, which appears to be hard.
• Weak keys: the key bits are applied by a simple XOR. As the diﬀerential and linear
propagation properties are to a large degree independent of the absolute value of the
key bits, we think there are no weak keys.
• Related-key attacks: we claim no resistance against related-key attacks. The cipher
should be used in applications where mounting a related-key attack is not possible.
If the same key is used for encrypting diﬀerent sequences and if one fears ciphertext
collisions leading to information on the plaintext, one should use unique IV values to
diversify the ciphertext.
9

All in all, Mosquito has not been subject to a thorough analysis with respect to all known
attacks. However, no other dedicated self-synchronizing stream cipher is known to us that
has not been broken.
In the following subsections we focus on the application of diﬀerential and linear cryptanalysis to single-bit self-synchronizing stream ciphers. If the symbol size is larger than a
single bit, the situation generally becomes more complex. For examples of diﬀerential attacks
on self-synchronizing stream ciphers with a symbol size larger than 1, we refer to [8, 7]. These
publications contain some powerful attacks of DES variants in the 8-bit CFB mode.

7.1

Diﬀerential cryptanalysis

For every pair of nm -bit (ciphertext) input vectors with a speciﬁc diﬀerence a , fc returns a
pair of keystream bits. The probability that the keystream bits are diﬀerent is denoted by
P(a , 1). The usability in diﬀerential cryptanalysis of P(a , 1) is determined by its deviation
from 1/2. If this probability is (1 ± −1 )/2, the number of input pairs needed to detect this
deviation is approximately 2 .
Consequently, a cipher function should not have diﬀerentials with probabilities that deviate signiﬁcantly more than 2−(nm −bs )/2 from 1/2. The input diﬀerences a with the highest
deviations should depend in a complex way on the cipher key.
Diﬀerential attacks can be generalized in several ways. One generalization that proved to
be powerful in the cryptanalysis of some weak proprietary designs can be labeled as second
order diﬀerential cryptanalysis. Here the inputs to the cipher function are applied in 4-tuples.
The 4 inputs denoted by a0 , a1 , a2 and a3 have diﬀerences a = a0 + a1 = a2 + a3 and a =
a0 + a2 = a1 + a3 . By examining the 4 corresponding output bits it can be observed whether
complementing certain input bits (a ) aﬀects the propagation of a diﬀerence (a ). This can be
used to determine useful internal state bits or even key bits. Typically these attacks exploit
properties very speciﬁc to the design under analysis. This can be generalized to even higher
order DC in a straightforward way.

7.2

Linear cryptanalysis

The number of inputs needed to detect a correlation C of the keystream bit with a linear
combination of input bits is C −2 . It follows that a cipher function should not have inputoutput correlations signiﬁcantly larger than 2−(nm −bs )/2 . The selection vectors va with the
highest correlations should depend in a complex way on the cipher key. By imposing a
number  of aﬃne relations on the input bits, the cipher function is eﬀectively converted to
a Boolean function in nm − bs −  variables. These functions should have no correlations
signiﬁcantly larger than 2−(nm −bs −)/2 for any set of aﬃne relations.
A special case of a selection vector is the zero vector. An output function that is correlated
to the constant function is unbalanced. A correlation of C to the constant function gives rise
to an information leakage of approximately C 2 /ln2 bits per encrypted bit for C < 2−2 .
Linear cryptanalysis exploits correlations between the keystream bit and linear combinations of bits of the input vector. This can be generalized by allowing for a wider range
of functions. An example of this is given by the table reconstruction attack as described in
[6]. The idea is to ﬁnd a low degree function that approximates the cipher function and can
be used to diminish the uncertainty about the plaintext. It is shown that the construction
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of such an approximation using a limited number of samples is equivalent to a (de)coding
problem.
The feasibility of this attack is limited by the amount of high order terms in the algebraic
normal form of the cipher function. Although this restriction severely limits the applicability
of the attack, its basic idea is powerful and can inspire dedicated attacks. The process of ﬁxing
the class of approximating functions and deducing conditions for the cipher functions can be
reversed. Depending on the speciﬁc design, the internal structure of the cipher function can
possibly be used to deﬁne a manageable class of functions that is likely to contain a usable
approximation for the cipher function.

8
8.1

Design rationale
The CCSR

The main design goal of the CCSR is the elimination of diﬀerentials from ct−96 . . . ct−1 to Qt
with a probability larger than 2−15 , while keeping the gate delay very small and the description
(96)
simple. Observe that the 15 components Gi with i > 0 are unbalanced functions resulting
(96)
in a bias in the corresponding components qi .
Figure 5 shows a typical propagation pattern for the Mosquito CCSR. A black mark
at time coordinate t and input memory coordinate i denotes that at time t there is a difference in at least one of the bits of input memory i (note that there are more than state
bit for input memory values above 88). The diagonal trailing edge is caused by the linear
forward propagation of the CCSR ensuring that diﬀerential trails do not prematurely extinguish. The diﬀerence pattern at time 0 resulting from a diﬀerence pattern in the ciphertext
symbols ending in c−96 is restricted to q (96) . The partial linearity in (11) guarantees that the
(96)
diﬀerence pattern is 1 in q0 . The diﬀerence value of each of the 15 remaining components
is determined by balanced key-dependent functions of the absolute values of the ciphertext
symbols c−95 to c−1 . This results in 215 equiprobable nonzero diﬀerence patterns. The diﬀerence patterns in q 0 resulting from diﬀerence patterns that end in ciphertext symbol c96−e for
small e are not uniformly distributed. However, all diﬀerence propagation probabilities are
well below the 2−15 limit.
Care was taken that extinguishing diﬀerentials from the input vector to the CCSR state
cannot occur because these give rise to high-probability diﬀerentials of the cipher function.
Assume that for the function corresponding with the stages P(q  , 0) = 1/2 for all nonzero
diﬀerence patterns q  . In that case an extinguishing diﬀerential in the CCSR with p gives rise
to a extinguishing diﬀerential of the cipher function with probability approximately (1 + p)/2.
An input diﬀerence diﬀuses immediately to components all over q. This is a consequence
of the fact that ct is not only injected in q (1) , but in many components at once. These are
represented by the zero v and w entries in Table 1 (keep in mind that q (0) = c). Depending on
(j−3)
(j−1)
(j+2)
, a diﬀerence in c propagates to either q0
or q0
. Since there are more
the value of q0
−15
than 15 of these “double injections”, the probabilities are below 2 . In subsequent iterations
this pattern is subject to the nonlinearity of the CCSR state-updating transformation.

8.2

The pipelined stages

The input to the ﬁrst stage consists of the state bits of the CCSR. Special care has been
taken with respect to diﬀerence patterns restricted to the high-memory region and those
11
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Figure 5: Diﬀerence propagation patterns in the Mosquito CCSR.
resulting from a diﬀerence in the most recent cipher bit. The purpose of stages 1 to 6
is the elimination of low-weight linear and diﬀerential trails. The components of these stage
functions combine diﬀusion, nonlinearity and dispersion respectively in the linear term, in the
quadratic term and in the arrangement of inputs and outputs. Their eﬀectiveness is reinforced
by the diﬀusion in stage 7 and the output function that computes the keystream bit as the
bitwise addition of all 12 bits of a6 to the output. Finally, it can easily be checked that all
the stages are semi-invertible.

8.3

Some history

Mosquito is actually a variant of the self-synchronizing stream cipher ΥΓ speciﬁed and
proposed in [2], that in its turn was an improvement of our earlier design called KNOT that
was presented in our paper [1]. During the writing of [2], we discovered that KNOT had
several weaknesses. First of all, the output function of KNOT had a detectable imbalance.
This has been avoided in the present design by imposing that the stages be semi-invertible.
Second, KNOT has extinguishing diﬀerentials in the CCSR. In Mosquito this has been
(96)
avoided by using a diﬀerent function for q0 . The extinguishing diﬀerentials were exploited
in [4] to break KNOT.

9

Strength and advantages

We distinguish the strength and advantages of self-synchronizing stream encryption in general,
and those of Mosquito in particular.

9.1

Self-synchronizing stream encryption in general

Single-bit self-synchronizing stream encryption has a speciﬁc advantage over all other types of
encryption. For, in providing an existing communication system with encryption, single-bit
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self-synchronizing stream encryption can be applied without the need for additional synchronization or segmentation.
Decryption is correct if the last nm ciphertext symbols have been correctly received. An
isolated error on the channel between encryptor and decryptor gives rise to an extra burst
of nm potentially incorrectly decrypted symbols, i.e., nm ns incorrectly decrypted bits at the
receiver.
Note that if the transmission error behavior can be modeled by a binary memoryless channel, self-synchronizing stream encryption is only practical if the bit error rate is signiﬁcantly
smaller than (nm ns )−1 . In this case the presence of the decryptor multiplies the error rate by
a factor of nm ns .
For channels that suﬀer from error bursts, self-synchronizing stream encryption is the
natural solution. In this setting the error propagation eﬀect of encryption is only an extension
of every burst with nm ns bits. If ns diﬀers from 1, there can however be an alignment problem
after a burst.
In conclusion, the speciﬁc advantage of self-synchronizing stream encryption (especially
binary, i.e., with ns = 1) is that they can be built on top of any digital communication system
with minimum cost.

9.2

Mosquito in particular

The strength and advantages of Mosquito compared to other single-bit self-synchronizing
stream ciphers is that it can be implemented in hardware in a reasonable area and with a
very small gate delay. We know of no other published dedicated single-bit self-synchronizing
stream ciphers. In the current state of aﬀairs, the only alternative to Mosquito is to use a
block cipher in single-bit CFB mode. In a dedicated hardware implementation this would for
any widely accepted block cipher lead to a very low throughput, or when using pipelining, an
enormous area.

10

Computational eﬃciency in software

Mosquito has been designed with dedicated hardware implementations in mind and does
not lend itself to software implementations at all. We expect that even a highly optimized
software implementation of Mosquito will perform at least an order of magnitude worse
than a program implementing a block cipher such as AES in single-bit CFB mode. Therefore
we think it makes no sense to give performance results for software implementations.

11

Hardware performance and implementation aspects

In this section we describe a circuit that allows to perform both encryption and decryption
with Mosquito. This can be accomplished by the introduction of a multiplexer that can be
used to switch between encryption and decryption. This is shown in Figure 6. The multiplexer
is located at the input of the CCSR and chooses between the input xt−1 for decryption and
the result of adding the keystream bit z t−1 to the input xt−1 for encryption.
As described in previous sections, in a straighforward hardware implementation a Mosquito encryption circuit or a Mosquito decryption circuit has a critical path of 2 XOR
gates. In order to have the same gate delay in the combined circuit, the multiplexer is placed
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Figure 6: Mosquito circuit that allows encryption and decryption.
between two ﬂip-ﬂops. This limits the critical path to the maximum of the delay of two XOR
gates and that of a 2-to-1 multiplexer and explains the fact that there is a ﬁxed ﬂip ﬂop at
the input of the Mosquito CCSR. The storage cells (d) are implemented with D ﬂip-ﬂops.
Before encryption or decryption is performed the cipher must have its key and must
subsequently have been initialized by feeding it with an initialization vector. This takes
the place of the 105 ciphertext bits (14 bytes) that come before the ﬁrst ciphertext bit.
Initialization merely consists of applying the initialization vector bits to the input of the cipher
circuit in decryption mode. In other words, they are simply entered as ciphertext bits. The
only diﬀerence with actual decryption is that during initialization for cryptanalytic purposes
the cipher does not return keystream bits, and so no plaintext bits. This is implemented in
the ﬂip-ﬂop at the cipher output that does not latch during initialization phase.
The complete operation of the Mosquito stream cipher is:
• The cipher key is loaded in the key register.
• The cipher is set in mode decryption and the initialization vector bits are applied at
the cipher input for 105 clock cycles. During this phase no output shall be available.
• For encryption:
– The cipher circuit is set to encryption mode,
– For each clock cycle a plaintext bit is loaded at the input xt = mt and the ciphertext
bit of the plaintext bit two clock cycles ago appears at the output yt = ct−2 .
• For decryption:
– The cipher circuit is left in decryption mode,
– For each clock cycle a plaintext bit is loaded at the input xt = ct and the ciphertext
bit of the plaintext bit two clock cycles ago appears at the output yt = pt−2 .
For the key loading there is a trade-oﬀ between number of I/Os and speed of key loading.
Full parallel requires 96 key input I/Os and allows to load a key in a single cycle. Single-bit
serial requires only a single key input I/O and results in 96 cycles for key loading.
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Table 2: Mosquito Synthesis results and performance numbers
FPGA Device
Xilinx Virtex (V50BG256)
Xilinx Virtex-E (V50EPQ240)
Xilinx Virtex-II (2V80FG256)
Altera Apex (EP20K200RC208)
Altera Flex (EPF10K70RC240)
Altera Max (EPM3128ATC100)

11.1

# DFF
total used
1536
503
2010
503
1384
503
4096
503
512
503

# FG/LC
total used
1536
405
1536
413
1024
458
8320
556
3744
556
512
503

# CLB
total used
768
252
768
252
512
252
-

Speed
Mb/sec
179
260
380
196
97
167

VLSI implementation synthesis results

We have implemented the Stream Cipher circuit using Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA). The hardware implementation is designed and coded in VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) with structural description logic. The proposed implementation was
simulated for the correct operation with test vectors returned by the software implementation. The VHDL code was synthesized in both Xilinx [10] and Altera [11] FPGAs for
demonstration purposes. From Xilinx FPGAs the Virtex, Virtex-E and Virtex-II family
were used and from Altera FPGAs the Apex, Flex and Max family were used. However
the proposed design can easily be migrated to other silicon technologies such as ASICs or
CPLDs. The performance characteristics of FPGAs are substantially diﬀerent compared
with a general-purpose microprocessor. The ﬁne granularity of FPGAs matches extremely
well the operations required by the algorithm.
The synthesis results and performance analysis are shown in Table 2 indicating the number
of D Flip-Flops (DFFs), Conﬁgurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) and Function Generators (FGs)
for Xilinx FPGAs and the number of D Flip-Flops (DFFs) and Logic Cells (LCs) in cases
of Altera FPGAs. The indicated throughput is that for encryption/decryption, after the
initialization phase.
Almost in all the cases, both for Xilinx and Altera, we used the smallest FPGA devices
with low hardware resources utilization for each FPGA family. A circuit with fully parallel
key loading has 103 I/Os, one with single-bit serial key loading has only 8 I/Os. The experimental delay measurements (critical path delay, 1/Freq.) are very close to the expected values
produced by the theoretical expression (critical path delay = 2 ∗ tXOR ). The slight diﬀerences
between the experimental and the theoretical values are due to the fact that in the theoretical
values the FPGA internal interconnection wires delays, D ﬂip ﬂop or buﬀer transfer delays are
not calculated. All in all the cipher achieves a low level of FPGA utilization and is suitable
for hardware implementation.

11.2

Comparison with block ciphers in CFB mode

In this subsection we compare our Mosquito implementations with other single-bit selfsynchronizing stream cipher implementations. Due to the lack of dedicated self-synchronizing
stream ciphers, we compare with block ciphers operating in single-bit CFB mode. We demonstrate that a dedicated single-bit self-synchronizing stream cipher design can have a better
performance/area ratio than a block cipher in CFB mode. Block cipher implementations de15

Table 3: Performance comparison with block ciphers in single-bit CFB mode
Cipher implementation
DES in [13]
Rijndael in [14]
Rijndael in [15]
Kasumi on Xilinx
Mosquito on Xilinx
Mosquito on Altera

# FGs
# CLBs
# DFFs
ASIC, 2 µ m CMOS, 77 mm2
ASIC, 0.18 µ m CMOS, 173 Kgates
ASIC, 0.25 µ m CMOS, 120 Kgates
9406
4702
2497
458
252
503
#LC 556
503

ECB
40
2290
2000
3150
-

1-bit CFB
0.625
18
15.6
47
378
97

scribed in literature are not dedicated to a single mode of operation and as time performance
metric typically encryption in ECB mode is used. In our comparisons, we obtain the single-bit
CFB mode throughput by dividing the reported ECB mode throughput by the block length.
Note that dedicated CFB mode of operation implementations may achieve slightly better
performance.
For comparison reasons, we did a dedicated CFB-mode implementation of the block cipher
Kasumi [12]. The Kasumi cipher has a block length of 64 bits and a key length of 128 bits.
It consists of a key schedule, generating round keys from the cipher key, and an 8-round
data randomizing part with two types of rounds: the even ones and odd ones. Our Kasumi
implementation on the Xilinx XCV300E-8BG432 FPGA consists of the full 8 rounds with
8 pipeline registers between of them and can hence process 8 data blocks in one clock cycle.
We have implemented the cipher S-boxes with combinational logic, minimizing the required
hardware resources. We have implemented the key schedule with shift registers and bit-wise
XOR operations with constants stored in 8x16 bits of ROM. It generates a total of 40 16-bit
sub-keys and concatenates them to the round keys that are applied to the data randomizing
part.
For the CFB Kasumi implementation we have added a register at the input of the data
randomization part that contains the 64 most recent ciphertext bits, and a register at the
output of the data randomization part that latches only the ﬁrst bit of the cipher output (the
keystream bit) and a XOR gate that adds the keystream bit to the plaintext/ciphertext bit
for the production of ciphertext/plaintext bit.
The performance comparisons between Mosquito, the DES and AES implementations
published in [13, 14, 15] and our CFB implementation of Kasumi are given in Table 3. Note
that all block cipher implementations make use of pipelining. This makes the implementation
of the traditional CFB mode, where the keystream bit depends on the previous n ciphertext
bits and hence the cipher function delay bs is zero (see Section 3.1), very ineﬃcient. The
keystream bit is only available r cycles after the most recent ciphertext bit appears at the
cipher input, with r the number of pipeline stages. For the throughput this means r cycles
per bit. If we relax the dependence condition and allow a cipher function delay bs equal to r,
this problem no longer appears and the pipelining can be fully exploited. This is in fact the
same trick we applied for Mosquito to exploit pipelining in the stages.
The ratio between ECB throughput and single-bit CFB throughput of our Kasumi implementation is 67, close to the block length 64. This suggests that division by the block
length gives a reliable estimation for the single-bit CFB mode throughput, also for the implementations described in [13, 14, 15]. As Table 3 shows, Mosquito outperforms all listed
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block ciphers in terms of speed and in covered area resources. The fact that in single-bit CFB
mode only one bit of the cipher output can be used reduces the throughput of even the most
powerful block cipher implementations to modest numbers. More particularly, if we compare
our Kasumi and our Mosquito implementations on Xilinx, we see that Mosquito uses
less than 9 % of the resources that Kasumi uses and achieves 9 times the speed, resulting in
a throughput/area ratio of Mosquito that is a factor 100 better than that of Kasumi. As
for maximum achievable throughput, we expect an ASIC implementation of Mosquito to
be much faster than on FPGA.

11.3

Avoiding implementation weaknesses

The circuit described in this section has no special protection against side channel attacks
and it may be vulnerable especially with respect to diﬀerential power analysis and diﬀerential
fault analysis. With respect to the former, techniques may be employed similar to those
introduced in [3].
Other attention points when building a circuit are:
• The key shall be stored in a protected zone.
• The circuit shall only function when a key has been fully loaded.
• When the initialization vector is loaded no ‘plaintext’ bits shall be available at the
output.
When a circuit or diﬀerent circuits make use of key variants, i.e., keys that have a known (or
even worse, chosen) XOR diﬀerence, the security of Mosquito may degrade dramatically. If
the usage of key variants cannot be avoided, one may perform preprocessing on the cipher
key prior to loading it in the key register as working key. We call this key mangling. One
way of doing this is by using Mosquito encryption for this purpose. For example, one may
set up Mosquito with the cipher key as IV, the key equal to zero and encipher an all-zero
string of 96 bits. The resulting ciphertext may then serve as working key.
Enciphering the key with Mosquito with the all-zero key and all-zero initialization vector
and taking the resulting plaintext as working key.

12

Alternative modes of operation

In this section we give some ideas on modes of operation of a self-synchronizing stream cipher
to realize other cryptographic functions. These ideas are not particular for Mosquito but
rather for any dedicated self-synchronizing stream cipher.

12.1

MAC function

One may transform Mosquito into a MAC function operating on a message M in the following way. If a MAC of n bits is required, append n + 8 zero bits to the message, encrypt
the result (using an all-zero initialization vector), and take as MAC the last n bits of the
ciphertext. Clearly, all other ciphertext bits shall not be made public (as is the case in MAC
functions based on the CBC-mode of block ciphers). The length of the MAC n should be 64
bits or less.
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12.2

Authenticated encryption

One may protect the integrity of data by adding controlled redundancy into the plaintext
prior to encryption. Two ideas:
• For continuous protection of a stream: the plaintext stream is interleaved with parity
check bits, for instance one bit per byte.
• For protection of a long message: a zero byte, followed by a redundancy ﬁeld computed
over the plaintext is added at the end of the plaintext, for example a 32-bit CRC.
As each ciphertext bit depends in a complicated way on all plaintext bits (minus the last 9),
this may well provide a reasonable level of forgery detection. For a quantitative analysis of
the forgery detection probabilities we refer to Section 3.6 of [2].

12.3

Synchronous stream cipher

By feeding the keystream bit back to the input, we obtain a synchronous stream cipher.
We call this the OFB mode of a self-synchronizing stream cipher. Unfortunately, the state
transition function is not invertible, leading typically to cycle lengths that are only the square
root of the total number of states. In Section 9.6.1 of [2] we give a construction for ΥΓ that
avoids this problem by making the state transition invertible. Applying this construction to
Mosquito leads to cycle lengths in the order of 2104 .
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A

On the design principles proposed by Ueli Maurer

Self-synchronizing stream ciphers have not received the attention in cryptologic literature that
block ciphers and synchronous stream ciphers have. The paper that stands as the reference
on the design of self-synchronizing stream ciphers is [6].
One of the central ideas in [6] is the concept of building a cipher function from a (ﬁnite
input memory) ﬁnite state machine with a cryptographically secure state-updating transformation and a cryptographically secure output function. In this appendix we show that this is
a vacuous concept. The other main idea in [6] is that of building a ﬁnite state machine with
an internal state larger than the input memory nm , by means of “serial” and “parallel” composition of smaller ﬁnite state machines. We show that a straightforward application of this
design strategy leads to cipher functions with easily detectable and potentially exploitable
weaknesses.
Subsequently, we perform a propagation analysis of a structure proposed in [6] and compare it to the Mosquito CCSR.
The idea of replacing the shift register by a ﬁnite state machine with ﬁnite memory is
related to that introduced in [6] of building the cipher function from a ﬁnite state machine
with ﬁnite input memory and a combinatorial (memoryless) output function. The diﬀerence
is that in our case the output function with respect to the ﬁnite state machine that replaces
the shift register is not memoryless but consists of a number of pipelined stages.
In [6] it is proposed to design the cipher function with a cryptographically secure stateupdating transformation G as well as a cryptographically secure output function h. In this
context the term “cryptographically secure” is explained as follows:
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• Output function z t+1 = s[K](q t ): it should be infeasible for an adversary to determine
the output of the ﬁnite state machine, even if the (actually hidden) state sequence is
given.
• State-updating transformation: a state-updating transformation can be deﬁned to
be cryptographically secure if it is infeasible to determine the state for a given ciphertext
sequence of nm bits, even when the state would be provided for any other ciphertext
bit sequence of nm bits.
To demonstrate the gravity of the restrictions this imposes, we describe a straightforward
(j)
(j)
procedure to reconstruct the subkeys Ki in these circumstances. The subkey Ki is that
(j)
part of the key that Gi explicitly depends on.
(j)
The component functions Gi can be considered as subkey-dependent tables. If the
(j)
adversary is given a number of output values corresponding to a number of inputs of Gi
(j)
that is larger than the length of Ki , this subkey can be determined by exhaustive key
search over the subkey space. In the given circumstances the adversary can obtain outputs
corresponding to as many inputs as he likes by applying ciphertext bit sequences with length
nm + 1 and observing the internal state. The internal state after loading the ﬁrst nm bits of
(j)
this sequence is the input to the component functions Gi that results in the internal state
one time step further.
The work factor of this attack depends critically on the length  of the longest subkey
(j)
Ki . The attack requires the application of  ciphertext bit sequences. The eﬀort consists
mainly of the exhaustive key search of the -bit subkey. For this attack to be infeasible, at
(j)
least one subkey Ki should be very long.
(j)
In general, the access that the adversary has to the keyed Boolean functions Gi is that
of getting the output corresponding to known input. The state-updating transformation can
(j)
only be cryptographically secure by the above deﬁnition if at least one of its components Gi
can resist attacks by an adversary with this type of access. This resistance includes hiding
(j)
(j)
the key Ki . This can only be realized if Gi has excellent propagation properties. This also
holds for the output function, since the access of the adversary to the output function is the
same as to the components of the state-updating transformation.
Keyed Boolean functions with the required resistance against structural cryptanalysis can
in practice only be implemented as the succession of a considerable number of implementable
round mappings. Since the state-updating transformation of a ﬁnite state machine is per
deﬁnition memoryless, this iterated structure must be realized as a combinatorial circuit. The
gate delay of this circuit grows with the number of rounds. Hence, the design approach gives
rise to an output function and a state-updating transformation with large gate delay. This
conﬂicts with the main objective of designing self-synchronizing stream ciphers substantially
faster than block ciphers in CFB mode.
A remarkable aspect of the attacks in the context of the proposed security deﬁnitions is
that they only work if the adversary has access to the internal state of the self-synchronizing
stream cipher. The described design principle seems to impose that the design contains big
“lumps”, i.e., complex combinatorial blocks that are “cryptographically secure”.
These combinatorial blocks could be developed into a number of stages using pipelining in
such a way that the external behavior would be the same except for some extra delay in the
keystream bit. This new structure can again be represented by a simple ﬁnite state machine
20

with combinatorial state-updating transformation if the internal state is supplemented with
all the intermediate values of these additional stages. For this structure, it is however no
longer the case that combinatorial blocks with some kind of cryptographic security can be
identiﬁed. One could circumvent this by also allowing the cryptographically secure output
function and components of the state-updating transformation to have memory. However,
this imposes a division of the bits of the physical internal state into two classes: the logical
internal state and the memory of the components of the state-updating transformation and
the output function. This would make the design principle even more artiﬁcial.
The second major design principle presented in [6] is that of building a self-synchronizing
encryption scheme with several keyed cipher functions in parallel. The keystream bit is
obtained as the bitwise sum of the outputs of the cipher functions. A theorem is given stating
that if all the keys are independent, the resulting cipher is at least as cryptographically
secure as any of the component ciphers. By basing the design of every component cipher
on an entirely diﬀerent principle, the risk that the cipher will be broken is equal to the risk
that all design strategies fail simultaneously. The enthusiasm should be quenched by the fact
that all eﬀective design strategies available today consist of the study of propagation based
on diﬀerential and linear cryptanalysis. Moreover, it is obvious that splitting the available
resources into several independently operating cipher functions is a practice that severely
limits the potential for internal propagation.

A.1

A proposed recursive architecture

In [6] it is proposed to build the ﬁnite state machine with ﬁnite input memory by the application of parallel and serial composition of cipher functions. Parallel composition denotes
bitwise addition of the output bits of two cipher functions fed with the same input. In serial
composition the output of one of the automata is fed into the input of the other. In Figure 7
an elegant recursive design is depicted that was given in [6] to illustrate the applicability of
these composition modes. We will refer to this architecture as Ψ.
The rightmost box depicts the basic component: a 3-bit shift register with a keyed Boolean
output function g[K]. Four of these components are arranged in the parallel composition of
two serial compositions of two components. On the next level, four of the resulting blocks are
arranged by serial composition. At the two following levels these arrangements are repeated.
The resulting ﬁnite state machine has an input memory of 192, with exactly 4 component bits
for every input memory value. The internal state of this ﬁnite state machine serves as the
input to the keyed output function s[K]. It is not speciﬁed how the keyed Boolean functions
g[K] should be constructed. The most obvious way would be to expand the cipher key K into
256 vectors of 8 bits that can serve as the tables for the functions g[K]. More sophisticated
key schedules typically impose that the tables fulﬁll certain criteria such as balancedness or
completeness (output is not independent of any of the input bits).

A.2

Diﬀerence propagation analysis

We did some diﬀerence propagation experiments with the Ψ structure. A cryptographic
sequence generator, loaded with a speciﬁc initial state, was used to generate the 8-bit tables
of the functions g[K]. Two input strings, diﬀering in a speciﬁc pattern of bits, were applied
and the diﬀerence propagation in the internal state was observed. This was repeated for a
number of diﬀerent keys and sequences. Figure 8 gives a typical diﬀerential trail for Ψ with
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Figure 7: The Ψ architecture.
an initial diﬀerence pattern with a Hamming weight of 1.
Both for the Ψ structure as for the Mosquito CCSR there are in general several state
bits for every input memory value. A black mark at time coordinate t and input memory
coordinate i denotes that at time t there is a diﬀerence in at least one of the bits of input
memory i.
Clearly, this diﬀerential trail is extinguished about 160 cycles after it has started. Our
experiments show that ﬂipping ciphertext bits c−j with j between 192 and 180 leaves q 0 , and
therefore z bs , virtually always unaﬀected.
For a random self-synchronizing stream cipher every input diﬀerence c has an expected
probability P(c , 0) equal to 1/2. For Ψ the input diﬀerences c that are 0 in the last 180
bits have P(c , 0) ≈ 1. Since always P(0, 0) = 1, this propagation defect of Ψ cannot be
compensated by any output function. We have experienced that this type of propagation
defect can serve as a lever in cryptanalysis to pry open the cipher.
The observed defective diﬀerence propagation is due to the bad diﬀerence propagation
inherent in serial composition of cipher functions. For the vast majority of random selfsynchronizing ciphers with input memory nm , the probability P(c , 1), with c a vector that is
only 1 in component c−nm and 0 elsewhere, is 1/2. For the serial composition of  uniformly
chosen cipher functions with input memories adding up to nm , this probability is only 2− .
Serial composition as proposed in [6] should therefore be avoided.
An unlucky choice of the component cipher functions with the lowest input memory can
cause even more serious problems. In Ψ there are four 3-bit shift registers that are fed with
the input (ciphertext) bits themselves. Let the four corresponding key-dependent Boolean
functions be denoted by g1 , g2 , g3 and g4 . Assume that for all these functions
gi (000) = gi (001) = gi (010) = gi (100) .
In that case pairs of ciphertext bit sequences that only diﬀer in a single bit preceded and followed by two zeroes (i.e., . . . 00000 . . . and . . . 00100 . . .) give rise to pairs of output sequences
with pairwise identical members for all four functions. This implies that the resulting diﬀerential trail does not reach beyond the four shift registers with lowest input memory. Totally
there are 16 diﬀerent cases corresponding to the possible combinations of values in the two
following and preceding bits. If the functions g are uniformly generated, the diﬀerential trail
stops at least for one of these 16 cases for exactly 1 cipher key in 256. For balanced functions
22

gi , the proportion of cipher keys with prematurely dissolving diﬀerential trails is larger than
1 in 6000.
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Figure 8: Diﬀerence propagation patterns in Ψ and the Mosquito CCSR.
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